PH315 – Winter 2018

Instructor: Ethan Minot

Homework 8
Nuclear physics
Due Friday March 16, 2018

1. Protons and neutrons
Q13B.2 from Unit Q 3rd Edition
Q13B.4 from Unit Q 3rd Edition
2. Half lives
Q13B.11 from Unit Q 3rd Edition
Q13B.12 from Unit Q 3rd Edition
3. Rutherford scattering
Q13M.2 from Unit Q 3rd Edition
4. Bomb damage
Q15M.4 from Unit Q 3rd Edition
5. Potassium Dating
Adapted from Example Q14.3 in Unit Q 3rd Edition.
The following measurement was performed by the Mars rover on a piece of Martian rock:

Data from: K. A. Farley, et al. “In Situ Radiometric and Exposure Age Dating of the
Martian Surface” Science 343, 1247166 (2014).

a) Read about potassium dating, (Chapter 14 of Unit Q, 3rd edition). Estimate when this
Martian rock was formed. Include the experimental uncertainty in your answer.
b) Similar data has been obtained from rocks on Earth. Write a few sentences about why
society cares about when the rocks of Earth were formed.
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5. Radioactive waste (Fermi estimate)
Each year, a 1 GW water-moderated nuclear reactor discharges 21 tons of spent fuel.
The radioactive waste includes:
• 20,000 kg of uranium-238 (half-life 4 billion years)
• 200 kg of plutonium (half-life 24 thousand years)
• 180 kg of uranium-235 (half-life 700 million years)
• 18 kg technetium-99
• 16 kg zirconium-93
• 10 kg of neptunium
• 10 kg of americium
• and more…
This question deals only with the first three isotopes on the list.
a) At time t = 0 (fresh nuclear waste), what is the relative rate of decay events (events
per second) coming from the 200 kg of plutonium compared to the 20,000 kg of uranium238? Make a similar comparison between the 200 kg of plutonium and the 180 kg of
uranium-235.

b) At t ~ 120,000 years, the graph shown above suggests that the spent fuel is no more
dangerous than uranium ore (0.8% uranium-235). At t ~ 120,000 years, show that the
rate of decay events coming from what’s left of the 200 kg of plutonium is about the
same as the rate of decay events coming from what’s left of the 180 kg of uranium-235.
c) (bonus points) Suggest a safe place to keep radioactive waste for 100 millennia.
Please make sure it won’t get flooded with water due to plate tectonic activity, changes
in the underground water table, or rising sea levels.
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6. Cancer deaths from radiation
40% of people in the United States will be diagnosed with cancer at some point in
their lifetime. Cancers can be caused by radiation (alpha, beta and gamma particles), but
many other factors also cause to cancer.
The natural sources of radiation that everyone is exposed to include cosmic rays,
radioactive elements in rocks, radon gas in our homes, and potassium-40 in our bodies.
Bananas are a source of potassium-40. You have to eat some amount of potassium to
stay healthy. Like it or not, potassium-40 comes along for the ride.
To quantify radiation absorbed by the human body, we can tally the amount of
energy absorbed per unit mass and scale it by the relative biological effectiveness of the
radiation type (see Chpt 15 of Unit Q). The standard unit for this quantity is the “rem.”
Our bodies receive uniform, whole-body radiation from natural sources at an average
rate of 0.25 rem/yr. Interestingly, a modern dental x-ray is insignificant compared to the
0.25 rem of natural radiation (a dental x-ray corresponds to 10-3 rem localized on your
jaw, which is equivalent to exposing your whole body to about 10-5 rem).
A person who gradually accumulates 2500 rem (start counting from birth) has a
100% chance of developing a radiation-induced cancer. A person who gradually
accumulates 250 rem, has a 10% chance of developing a radiation-induced cancer, and
so forth (it is widely assumed that the effect is linear).
a) Estimate what percentage of the U.S. population gets radiation-induced cancer
caused by the natural sources of radiation.
b) The Chernobyl disaster in 1986 was the worst accident associated with a nuclear
power plant. In the aftermath of the explosion, radioactive material was spread over a
huge area of Europe, exposing about 30 million people to radiation. Some people got
more, some people got less, but the average was about 2 rem of gradually accumulated
radiation. Of these 30 million people, how many got cancer because of the Chernobyl
accident?

